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Hey there!

As a self-taught artist, it took me YEARS to master what it takes to create in 
demand artwork and to grow it into a profitable business.

Maybe you’re a self-taught artist too and just getting started with turning 
your art hobby into a career, but you’re really struggling to get your first sale. 
You’re terrified you don’t have what it takes to run a business. And I totally 
get it.

OR

Maybe you’ve got an art school degree and YEARS of experience as an artist 
already, but you want to sell more and grow your business so it’s stable and 
sustainable. You’re ready to be seen as an in-demand artist from people 
who will buy from you again and again.

Either way, The Profitable Paintings Roadmap is here to help!

Honesty time:

When I first started gaining traction with my art and business, I had NO 
CLUE why my work was actually so popular.
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At the time, there were virtually zero classes for abstract artists except for 
traditional, technical-based demos.

But I didn’t want to copy old, traditional techniques—I wanted to discover 
my own style so I could finally own my value and confidence as an artist.

SO MUCH has changed since those days. It took me YEARS to figure it all 
out, but I’m so happy I ditched my initial path of becoming a lawyer so I can 
call myself a full-time artist today. 

And I know many of you simply don’t have that kind of time.

So this roadmap will walk you through the first steps of how to create 
profitable paintings.

If you have any questions, make sure you follow me on Instagram and ask 
away! You can reach me @amirarahimart where over 65,000 artists already 
think it’s a pretty awesome account to follow (if I do say so myself!)

Amira Rahim 
Your Artist & Mentor for Better Than Art School™
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STEP 1 

THE MILLION DOLLAR MINDSET 
Tap into your inner artist and develop a mindset of confidence, wealth and 
abundance. Understand that in order to be a thriving artist, you must adopt 
the mindset of a business owner. And it is hard work. No one will do this 
work for you, including healing your money blocks, overcoming your fears of 
promoting, and consistent action. Seek out resources and guides to help you 
identify and clear your money blocks. Many of these are rooted as deep as 
our existence and as far back as being an infant.

STEP 2 

MASTER THE MODERN COLOR PALETTE 
Gain a visceral understanding of color to intuitively create harmonious and 
vibrant paintings. Color is the language we speak as artists, particularly in 
the abstract genre. So many artists fail to grab the attention of buyers online 
because they are not updating their sense of color and learning the proper 
application of color theory.

STEP 3 

COMPOSITION CLEAN UP 
Create your blueprint and foundation for every amazing work of art moving 
forward. If color is the outward decoration of a home, composition is its 
skeleton. A good composition will take you further than a hodge-podge of 
every color of the rainbow. Composition is rarely taught because it takes 
time to develop a strong eye for it. However, with practice and proper 
guidance, you can quickly learn to identify your strengths and weaknesses 
on the subject.
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STEP 4 

COMMIT TO YOUR PRACTICE 
Nail down your process and learn to paint an infinite variety of original and 
high-quality paintings. This requires focus and dedication. Many will place 
all of their energy on vanity metrics (like and comments on social media) 
instead of harnessing the power of a dedicated studio practice. Couple this 
with a supportive student community and you will quickly start to improve 
your paintings and sell them online.

STEP 5 

MAKE YOUR ACRYLICS LOOK LIKE OILS 
This has been the biggest game-changer in my artistic career. I started out 
as an oil painter in my teenage years and had no intention of using acrylics 
as a medium. Now, it is my staple. Why? Because with the right products 
and tools, you can create work that looks luxurious and worth the price of 
any oil painting in a fraction of the time. Not only does this allow you to paint 
faster, but it allows you to charge more for the pieces too!

STEP 6 

CREATE BEAUTIFUL & VALUABLE PAINTINGS 
Echoing the last step, people love to purchase items that they feel were 
made with intention and great craftsmanship. It’s not always about finite 
details, but the overall layering of materials to create a truly captivating 
work of art. This way, your artwork expresses as vibrant, genuine and multi-
faceted as you are. Imagine asking $1,200 for a painting you created this 
week and have a collector happily take it off your hands?! That’s possible 
when you are prepared to create high-quality work.
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MISTAKES TO AVOID
MISTAKE #1: CHASING TECHNIQUE AFTER TECHNIQUE 
If you’re always looking for new ways to paint or taking workshop after 
workshop, searching for the magical moment when your work will transform 
from “meh” to “amazing!”—it’s time to stop. As an artist with a solid artistic 
foundation, techniques should liberate you and enhance your work. But 
when you don’t have a process in place, things get messy, gimmicky, and you 
lose sight of the bigger picture. Newsflash: it’s not the technique an artist 
uses that makes them successful. It’s the development they put into their 
craft. 

MISTAKE #2: FORGETTING ABOUT COMPOSITION 
The truth is, if you don’t have a grasp on composition, your paintings will 
continue to look like the ones from the people you admire (instead of 
discovering your true vision and essence as an artist). Stop mimicking trend 
after trend, and walking in the shadows of other artist’s success. There’s a 
fine line between gaining inspiration from someone versus leaning on the 
side of copying. To avoid this situation, mastering composition is your golden 
ticket to painting your heart out in the most authentic way possible.

MISTAKE #3: CREATING OUTDATED ARTWORK 
I know what it’s like to spend HOURS perfecting that still life piece only to 
never sell it. Or to spend WEEKS on an oil painting and see it go for less than 
$100. It’s heartbreaking, it’s discouraging. But people’s art preferences change, 
which means your style needs to keep up with what people want in today’s 
market too. Why waste precious time, energy, and money, creating work that 
simply isn’t in demand? Learn what people are attracted to, what type of art 
people are drawn to, and express yourself through the big, bold colors of your 
imagination instead of limiting yourself to what worked in the past.
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WAIT! THERE’S ONE MORE THING. . . 
If you’re SET on making your dream of becoming a full-time artist a reality, 
then it’s time to take your art journey to the next level.

JOIN ME IN THIS FREE, 60-MINUTE MASTERCLASS AND 
DISCOVER:

 •  The *exact* do’s and don’ts of creating high-value, original paintings 
unique to your vision and with powerful selling potential.

 •  The inner confidence and potential I know you already have to fast track 
your growth and trust the process that works for you.

 •  The first steps in my proven framework you can implement 
IMMEDIATELY to start seeing results in your paintings.

 •  The secrets of generating a full-time income doing what you love, month 
after month, by simply tweaking your process. 

 
SIGN UP
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